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Just as anyone needs to put their traditional money in their wallet, cryptocurrencies cannot
be without wallets, even though they are digital assets. Let’s take a look at Metamask, an
exclusive hot wallet for holding cryptocurrency assets.

Many cryptocurrency enthusiasts hold the view that a decentralized application ecosystem is quite
difficult to operate considering some complexity of the system. Therefore, many enthusiasts choose
to quit using these decentralized applications. However, as a unique and popular wallet of Ethereum
(ETH) blockchain, Metamask contains a unique design to remedy the complex challenges faced by
users of many decentralized applications, so as to reduce the threshold of entering Ethereum’s DAPP
ecosystem and ease the adoption process.

Although there are many wallet services available to cryptocurrency users, Metamask has gained
traction and become the most popular cryptocurrency wallet, with more than 21 million monthly
active users. Its interoperability with all Ethereum based platforms has obviously greatly promoted
its adoption. There is much more about Metamask and its efficiency in the cryptocurrency
community. Let’s take a closer look at what Metamask is.

Definition of Metamask
Metamask is a free hot wallet in the form of browser extension, which is committed to decentralized
applications based on Ethereum network. It basically provides support for Ethereum and all other
erc-20 tokens, allowing users to store them securely and trade exclusively to any Ethereum address.

Metamask functions like any other web browser. It only requires users to simply install Metamask
Chrome extension or Firefox extension on smart phones, personal computers and other devices, so
that they can enjoy seamless connection with any Ethereum based decentralized applications,
including NFT market.

Quite interestingly, Metamask obviously lays a free and convenient channel for users to experience
the exciting new world brought by decentralized applications, web browsing, defi and ultimately
blockchain technology.
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How Does Metamask Work?
Metamask’s function is a form of free mobile application as a smartphone. It can also be used as an
extension of chrome, Firefox, brake and edge desktop browsers. Metamask has a very simple and
friendly user interface. It only requires users to simply set a password and may remember or write
down secret recovery phrases.

Its design ensures the discrete storage of user information, which is well encrypted in the network
wallet. Information and assets are stored locally in wallets, so users can only access them through
registered passwords or secret recovery phrases. In this way, users can easily switch their browsers
or devices without worrying about losing access to their wallet, as long as they still have a password
or recovery phrase in hand.

Metamask strictly supports ether and ether related tokens. Therefore, cryptocurrencies that have no
connection or relationship with Ethereum blockchain cannot be traded or stored on Metamask.

What’s Special About Metamask?
Metamask has different unique qualities, making it the preferred cryptocurrency wallet for many
cryptocurrency users. It can cope with the difficulties faced by using decentralized applications, help
many enthusiasts easily interact with decentralized applications, and enter the DAPP market
effortlessly.

With Metamask, users can easily spend their assets in the game, bet on tokens in gambling
applications, and trade on decentralized exchanges, which is not common in other cryptocurrency
wallets. Metamask is believed to be responsible for the significant expansion of the defi ecosystem.

More importantly, it helps to manage space and relieve users from the pressure of downloading
Ethereum blockchain and executing transactions. Instead, it sends requests on behalf of the user to
the outgoing node on his computer. It makes it easier to send in and out ether coins.
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Using Metamask
Because Metamask deploys a simple model, the process of setting up the wallet is as simple as
having chrome on the device and chrome based browsers such as brake or Firefox. Therefore, to use
the Metamask wallet, users need to first download the official Metamask extension suitable for their
browser (i.e. Metamask chrome or Firefox extension) and install it correctly on the device.

The next step after installing the extension is to set up your wallet. Once installed successfully, a
flash screen will appear on the device. This flash screen welcomes the operator to Metamask. There
is a “start” button on the screen to guide the user into the process of creating wallet.

After clicking the “start” button, the next step is to click the “create wallet” button that pops up
after the first step. A question will pop up about whether the user wants to “improve Metamask”.
Users can easily refuse or accept the question, depending on whether it attracts their interest.
However, the process of creating a wallet is as simple as making a few self-evident clicks to ease the
guidance process.

Create a Password
In addition, the next important thing to do is to create a password. It is recommended that users
make sure to choose a strong and unique password, which is the one they are most familiar with. A
strong password should contain large and small letters and symbols. It can also include numbers.

After the password is created, the user will see a secret recovery phrase containing 12 words. This
phrase should be written down and kept out of the reach of intruders or third parties, because if a
person loses access to his computer, this phrase is very helpful to restore his cryptocurrency wallet.
The successful completion of all these processes indicates that the user’s wallet has been
successfully created.

The process of executing transactions and connecting to DAPP is also easy because the wallet
simplifies transactions. Users who intend to send the transaction only need to enter the recipient
address, the amount to be sent and the transaction fee, and then click “send”.
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Conclusion
As mentioned earlier, Metamask has laid a simple entrance in the emerging decentralized
application ecosystem. Therefore, for those who seek to easily store their Ethereum integrated
tokens (including ethers), it has become a highly recommended cryptocurrency wallet. Users who
seek to easily connect and interact with decentralized applications should try to reach out to
decentralized applications.

Users of the zed application should try to experience the experience provided by Metamask.
Metamask basically provides a unique channel for enthusiasts to easily enter the market space of
defi, NFT and dapps without any form of expertise.


